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Key to Chapter 20 
 

Passage 1 

Beˈlieve it or /not, | I ˈused to be quite a good \juggler | in my /younger days. || I’m probably ˈstill 

pretty good \now. || It’s ↘not the kind of thing you completely for˅get. || You ˈget /rusty, | but 
↘after a bit of ˅practice, | you’re ˈback to your old \self. || I did a ˈfew different \types of juggling, 

| but preˈferred /juggling | with ˈthree \balls. || ↘That was ˅most satisfying, | because there are 

ˈendless vari\ations | and \tricks you can do. || And ˈthree balls are easier to carry a/round | and 
\practise with | than a ↘lot of ˅other juggling gear. || I’ve ↘still got my juggling balls ˅somewhere 

around the house. || They’re ˈmixed in with my daughters’ \toys | /now, | and ˈsometimes I 

im/press them | with a ˈsimple three ball ca\scade. || I ↘think it’s the satis˅faction I get | from 
↘learning little ˅tricks, | re↘petitive ˅practice | and a↘ttention to ˅detail | that eˈventually led me 

to pho\netics. || ˈWant to see how I can wiggle my /ears? 

 

Passage 2 

ˈLet me give you some /tips | for ˈhitchhiking in the U\K. || ˅First, || it’s ˈeasier than you \think. || 

There are ˈlots of people driving around the /country | for their /work | or ˈrecre/ationally | who 

ˈdon’t mind doing someone a /favour | or ˈwouldn’t mind a bit of \company on their drive. || 

˅Second, | it ˈisn’t \dangerous. || ˅Often, || the ↘person picking you ˅up | is as con↘cerned for 

their ˅own safety | as ˈyou are for \yours. || I ↘wouldn’t recommend ˅women to hitchhike on their 

own, though. || A ↘lone ˅woman | should  \never get in a stranger’s car, | eˈxcept perhaps another 
\woman’s car, | and ˈeven \then | you never /know. || But ˅two women, | or a ˅man and a woman, 

| are i\deal. || ˈThose are the best combi\nations. || A ˈman on his /own | ˈlooks a little 

\threatening, | and ˅two men | ˈhaven’t got a \chance. || ˈMake sure you know where you’re 

\going, | so you’re ˈfacing the right /way | on the ˈright \road, | and ˈmake a cardboard /sign | with  
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your ˈdesti\nation on it. || \Oh, | and ˈonly wait at /places | where there’s a ˈsafe /place | for ˈcars 

and trucks to \stop |, ˅otherwise | \nobody’ll pick you up. 

 

Passage 3 

I ˈdid a shift at a \factory | /once. || It was ↘just ˅one shift | because I  ˈnever went \back. || ˅One 

shift | was ↘more than enough for ˅me. || The ˈfactory be/longed | to a ˈwell-known Japanese 

elec\tronics company, | and they ˈmade \televisions there, | tra\ditional televisions, | ↘not the 

modern ˅flat-screen ones. || ˈMaybe they made \other things | \too, | but ˈI was working with 

\televisions. || It was a ↘long ˅time ago, | so I ↘can’t remember the ˅details very clearly, | but I 

˅think my job | was to a↘ttach ˅television screens | to ˅vacuum hoses | beˈfore they went 

/through | ˈsome kind of \oven. || And ↘then I had to de˅tach them | when they ˈcame back \out. 

|| It was ˅something like that. || The ˈline of televisions kept /moving, | and ˈI had to keep \up 

with it. It was \horrible. || It was \hot, || and I \hate being hot. || ˈAnd \boring. || It was \very 

boring. || ↘After the first ˅hour, | I’d ˈlearnt everything I /had to learn, | and had eˈleven more 

hours a\head of me. || We had a ˈcouple of /breaks, | and I ˈfell a/sleep | during ˈeach \one. || 

E˅ventually | the ˈshift \finished, | and I ˈmanaged to e\scape. 

 

Passage 4 

My ˈtwo /oldest | and ˈbest /friends | are \brothers. || The ˅older brother | was in the ˈsame \year 

as me | at \school, | so I ˈgot to know \him first. || I ↘didn’t get to know the ˅younger brother || – 

he was ˈjust two \years younger – || unˈtil we’d left \school. || ˈThose /boys || have got ˈinteresting 

\characters. || I ↘don’t think they mind me ˅saying | that the ˅older brother | was a ˈbit of a \rebel 

| in his /younger days | and ↘caused his ˅family | a ˈlot of \worry, | while the ˅younger brother | 

was ˈalways quite con\ventional | and a ˈgood \student. || But as ˈtime has gone /on, | their ˈroles 

have re\versed. || The ˅older brother | has ˈsettled /down, | and the ˅younger brother | has ˈgone  
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off the \rails a bit. || I think we’ve ˈall got a /tendency | to ˈwant to re/bel, | and if you ↘don’t do it 

when you’re ˅younger, | you’ll ˈend up doing it \later in life. 

 

Passage 5 

˅Once, | ˈnot long after I left /school, | I aˈpplied for a /job | ˈfarming \leeches. || ˈThese were 
\medical leeches, | and they were ˈfarmed in a /lab | at the ˈlocal \hospital. || It was the ↘only 

place in the ˅country | where they \did it. || It ˈturns /out, | that ˈleeches are very /good | for 

preˈventing \blood clots | ˈduring \grafts | and ˈthings like \that. || ˈWhen they suck your /blood, | 

they proˈduce a /substance | that ˈkeeps the blood /flowing | and ˈstops it \clotting, | and ˈthat 

keeps the \graft alive. || The ˅interview process | took ˈhalf a \day | because they ↘wanted to 

make ˅sure | that the ↘people a˅pplying | ˈweren’t \squeamish. || I ˈgot to see the whole \process. | 

It was ↘very ˅interesting, | but ↘in the ˅end, | I ˈdidn’t \get the job. || I suˈppose I was still \young 

| and \shy, | and ˈdidn’t make a very good im\pression. 

 

Passage 6 

I ↘suddenly re˅membered yesterday | that I ˈonce tried to join the \navy. || I’d comˈpletely 

for\gotten about it. || I was ˈtotally \serious | at the /time. || My plan was to ˈjoin /up, | ˈtrain as an 

engi/neer, | ˈspend a few /years | ˈseeing the /world, | and ↘then get a ˅job | as a maˈrine 

engi\neer. || So I ˈhad an /interview | at the re˅cruiting office | in the ˈnearest big \city. || The 
↘guy I ˅spoke to | was ˈvery en\couraging. || He said there’s a ˈwhole \range of careers in the 

navy. || It’s like a ˈworld in \miniature. || And ˈno /doubt | there’d be ˈsomething for \me. || ˅One 

thing I had to tell him, though, | was that my \eyesight isn’t very good. | I’m ˈshort-/sighted | and 
\colour blind. | He ˈgave me a form for my /doctor to fill in, | and said that he’d ˈget /back to me | 

about ˈwhat kind of \navy jobs were open to me. || A ˈcouple of weeks /later | I got a \phone call. 

|| It ˈturned /out | that with ˅my eyes, | there was \nothing I could do in the navy. || I ˈcouldn’t be  
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an engi/neer | or ˈanything \else, | ˈnot even a \cook | or \deck-scrubber. || So ˈthat was the end of 

\that. 

 

Passage 7 

For ˈnearly two /years, | I’ve been ˈregularly listening to \audiobooks | on my \phone. | It’s ˈreally 

made a big \difference to my life. || Beˈfore /then, | I ↘hadn’t read anything for ˅pleasure | for 
\years, | but ˅since then, || a↘ccording to my ˅phone, | I’ve spent ˈone /month, | ˈfourteen /days, | 

ˈtwo /hours | and ˈnine \minutes listening to audiobooks. || It’s ↘so much ˅easier | to ↘listen to 

books as I’m doing other ˅things | than to ˈfind time to sit down and \read. || And there are \loads 

of audiobooks to choose from, | /these days. || ˅Personally, | I preˈfer autobi/ographies | ˈread by 

the \author. || ˅That way, | I get a ˈchance to hear the voice of a real \person, | ˈnot an /actor | 

with a preˈdictable standard \accent. || And ↘people ˅read better | when they’re ˈreading their 

own \words. || Aˈpart from /that, | I ˈtend to /listen | ˈeither to books that I read when I was 

/young, | ˈjust for the sake of no/stalgia, | or to ˈclassic English \literature, | ↘not because I’m a 

˅literature buff, | but ˈjust because I like to /hear | about ˈhow people lived their /lives | in the 
\past. | I’m ˈoff to \bed | /now. || ˈThat’s a\nother thing audiobooks are good for | – ˈhelping you 

fall a\sleep. 

 

Passage 8 
\One problem | with pho/netics | is that ˈpeople always con/fuse it | with \phonics. | Pho˅netics | 

is the ˈstudy of the sounds of \speech, | while ˅phonics | is a ˈtech/nique | for ˈteaching children to 

\read. || It’s a ˈbit like mixing up a/stronomy | and a\strology, | but per↘haps not as ˅bad | because 

phoˈnetics is quite an ob\scure subject, | and we ↘can’t really ˅blame people | for ↘not knowing 

what it ˅is | and for ˈmixing it /up | with the ˈbetter-/known | and ˈsimilar-/sounding | \phonics. || 

And ˅phonics | ↘isn’t like a˅strology, of course. || ˈPhonics is \much more respectable, |  
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e↘specially ˅these days. || It’s ˈmore popular than it’s \ever been. || There are ˈlots of studies to 

sup/port it, | and it’s being ˈused in /schools | ˈall over the English-speaking \world, | inˈcluding at 

my \daughter’s school. 

 

Passage 9 
↘One of the ˅other things I was interested in as a teenager | was \metal detecting. || I ↘don’t 

know where I first got the i˅dea from, | but I suppose \all kids are interested | in ˈburied /treasure, 

| and it was an eˈxtension of \that. || I found out ˈall a/bout it || by ˈreading \books | and 

ˈmaga\zines. || There was ˈno \internet | /then. || In the ˅end though, | I ˈnever got any /further | 

than \reading about it. || I ˈjust didn’t have the \money for that kind of hobby. || ˈMetal detectors 

are e\xpensive, | and you ˈhave to have your own \transport. || You ˈhave to get per\mission | 

from \landowners | \too, | and ˈI was just a \kid at the time, | so there was ↘no chance of ˅that. || 

ˈNow that I’m /older, | I could \do all that | if I /wanted to, | but I preˈfer to watch \videos of 

people metal detecting | ˈon\line. || It’s ˈreally \satisfying | to ˈsee \them wasting their time finding 

nothing | inˈstead of \me. 

 

Passage 10 

I ˈonce e/xperimented | with a ˈtop-\down approach to teaching transcription. || Inˈstead of 

intro/ducing | and /practising | ˈone new symbol at a /time, | I ˈgave my students a presen/tation | 

on the ˈconsonant and /vowel symbols, | and ˈthen set them the /task | of deˈcoding some short 
\sentences | ˈwritten in phonemic tran\scription. || I ↘thought that it might be an ad˅vantage for 

them | to ˈget an overall i\dea of the symbols | and a ˈpassive familiarity with tran/scription | 

beˈfore having to do it them\selves. || The eˈxperiment wasn’t a suc\cess. || You ˈmight think it’s 

/hard | to ˈread whole sentences in tran/scription, | but ˅actually | it’s ˈquite \easy | because ↘most 

of the ˅consonant symbols | are the ˈsame as in the normal \spelling. || ˈThey provide the /outline  
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of the words, | and you can ˈguess the \rest. || It’s ˅harder | when you’re ˈonly given a \single 

word. || ˅That way | there’s ˈno \context to guess from, | and you can ↘only work out the ˅word | 

if you ˈknow the \symbols. || ˅Sometimes | the /simple, | /logical, | tra˅ditional way of learning 

something | ↘one step at a ˅time | from the ↘bottom ˅up | ˈreally \is the best way. 

 


